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Maitreya’s words
Be Happy and…
Dance every day, whatever your age…

Of the Political Role of the Prophet
December 13, 55aH, 2001

The role of a Prophet on Earth today doesn’t only include divulging
the secrets of our origins as explained in the Elohim’s messages or
revealing the promise of a wonderful future thanks to science, it
also implies acting within today’s political arena so as to improve
the lives of people, especially those living in countries who
suffered the most from the selfishness and brutality of those who,
for a short moment of time, were lucky enough to have had a slight
advance.
The only way to achieve world peace is to unite. That is why my role
as a Prophet is not only spiritual and religious, but also political.
And even if this brings me many enemies who one day may
assassinate me, I will still say what I have to say.

Excerpt from the book “The Maitreya”

Those who don’t
push in the
direction of the
leader, handicap
the group…

“My mission isn’t just
spiritual…”

This is a message addressed to those who have not understood that the latest
directives from the Elohim are designed to save Humanity by leading to a global ban
on nuclear weapons.
As Prophet of the Elohim, my role is to guide the Movement according to their requests and updates,
including those presented recently and those yet to come, and anyone who does not appreciate their
directives are free to leave at any time. It is their inviolable free right to do so and if they feel
uncomfortable doing so that is up to them. But they must never try to interfere with the Prophet’s
Mission, they have known right from the start that the Elohim are “speaking through my mouth”.
The actions of a Prophet of the Elohim can never only be spiritual, they must also be political. Especially
when it comes to saving humanity: Jesus overturning the merchants’ stalls in the temple or Moses
breaking the stone tablets and destroying the golden calf are two examples among many others. And it
is quite possible that the Elohim will ask me to transmit further directives which will seem even more
drastic or shocking to those losing sight of our most important goal: to save mankind.
Those who feel the magic of Raelism is being lost or would like our Movement to remain Spiritual and
non Political have a problem : they are growing old. Like the old frogs swimming in the holy water bowl,
their only claim to Christianity is their whining presence in the churches and would have been the first to
crucify Jesus had they lived at the time. The exit door is wide open and I will do absolutely nothing to
hold them back. I will simply wish them as much happiness as possible outside the Movement. But if
they block my path, it will me me who won’t hesitate a moment to exclude them. That is my mission as
Prophet of the Elohim and nothing is going to stop me.
Those whose priority it is to save humanity will follow me. The rest will be saved thanks to the activities
of those who remained faithful to their prophet, but will be left with the regret of not having helped him.
If by misfortune the destruction of Humanity does become imminent, those who fixate purely on the
original message and refuse the new directives, will be free not to come to the rendez-vous where the
Elohim will come to save them when I send out the location. But perhaps even if they did come, they
may realize too late that they will not be accepted, since they didn’t follow the instructions given to
avoid the catastrophe, of which they consequently became indirectly responsible for.
Again only the righteous in this case will be saved: that is to say those who follow the updated
Messages of the Elohim, Messages of love aimed at saving all of us. "Because you are lukewarm I will
spit you out of my mouth" says the Bible and that is exactly it. At close to 99.9% chance of selfdestruction, this is neither the time to be lukewarm nor the moment to be "spiritual".
Not losing any Guides remains my wish, but neither do I have any desire to keep the lukewarm or the
"spiritual". As in the analogy of moving the stone block, that I have used before at the Guides
Seminars, those who don’t push in the same direction as indicated by the leader, in fact handicap the
rest of the group. Sadly one must exclude them for the success of all. And I will do so without any
hesitation.
Peace and Love
Rael, Okinawa, April 6, 71aH
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Facebook Comments from January to
March 71ah about Socio-Geo- Politics
Top 10 super-yacht launches of the year
Comment: A very little sample of what the super-rich scum of capitalism do
with their money while millions starve to death and are homeless.... A
disgusting example of what the 0.0000001 % do with the money they steal from
capitalist slavery.
World’s 8 Richest Have as Much Wealth as Bottom Half, Oxfam Says
Comment: It is necessary to seize and redistribute all their possessions."
Bill Gates could become world’s first trillionaire
Comment: 8 people owning more than half humanity. The perfect demonstration
of how bad and criminal is capitalism. All there wealth should be seized and
redistributed to the poorest people. We can call this internationalization by
opposition to nationalization as this scandalous wealth belong to all Humanity.

Rothschild Wealth Is Now Greater Than 75% of World Population Combined
Comment: Seize and internationalize all their wealth (internationalize instead of nationalize =
redistribute to poor people)
ANAL squatters group claims millionaire’s London mansion for homeless & prostitutes
Comment: Absolutely wonderful! That should happen everywhere. It's scandalous to see many huge
buildings belonging to the 0.000 001 % kept empty while there are so many homeless people dying of
cold in the streets.
ANAL squatters violently evicted from billionaire’s London mansion, already eye new property
Comment: Great! We need thousands like them all around the world! Revolution against the
0.000001% !!!
Orxit? Orkney Islands could demand to leave UK and Scotland
Comment: The more small and independent states we have, the more peace we will have. Large blocks,
like the USA, China and Russia are triggers for wars. Let’s hope that soon thousands of micro states
will replace the war mongering large artificial sates.
‘America hates California’: Bid to make Golden State separate nation jumps first hurdle
Comment: Wonderful! All big blocks like USA, China, and Russia are dangerous for peace as they
contain the poison of imperialism and totalitarianism. Human size micro states is the future, states
based on ethnicity, affinities, languages and culture and all federated in a world government.
CIA planned to hand Falklands to Argentina & airlift islanders to Scotland
Comment: Of course these islands should be given back to Argentina. It's a legacy of England
colonialism with the same recipe as Israel: put illegal settlers and then make them vote to decide to
which country they wish to belong.
Scottish Parliament backs Nicola Sturgeon’s demand for second independence referendum
Comment: Excellent: we need as many as possible small states to declare independence. This is a key
to peace which only large blocks threaten.
What about a maximum wage? Jesse Ventura
Comment: Brilliant idea: a maximum wage ! Yes until we reach paradism all money over a reasonable
maximum of for example 10 or 20 times the minimum wage, should be taken as a tax to help people
who are homeless and give free education and free health system.
Think twice before wasting water….?
Comment: Each time you get tap water think about them [those who don’t have water] and be thankful.
But saving water in a country where there is no lack of it like Canada is not giving magically water to
people who don't have enough like some African dry areas. Enjoy using it if your area has plenty
without any guilty feeling! These "politically correct" people who try to make others feel guilty are a
poison and should start loving themselves more. Immediately after reading this I went to take the best
big hot bath of my life being thankful to live in a country without water problem!
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‘What the frack! We’re destroying all life, we have a huge problem’
Comment: "We’re destroying all life. This is a crisis of epic proportion and it boils down to this. Save
nature now! "And the only solution to this is starting policies of depopulation. Overpopulation is the only
cause of all of this. Start yourself: STOP MAKING BABIES!
Soaring childlessness among southern European women - report
Comment: Wonderful news! Do not make babies! That's the best way to fight overpopulation. This stupid
[journalist] explains the trend by “economic reason and uncertainty” but forget to name the best reason
not to have babies: wisdom when overpopulation is killing Humanity, creating wars and destroying the
ecosystem! More and more women are aware of this and beautifully refuse to aggravate the problem.
Having a baby is mainly an ego trip. When some Raelian women tell me that they would like to have a
baby it’s usually because they feel useless and depressed, my advice is always: buy a cat or a dog!
Having a baby is not a medicine for depression! And giving birth usually make women more depressed.
And creating a baby who will have to be raised by a depressed mother is a terrible act of selfishness. If
you really want to take care of a child: adopt one! There are so many orphans! And like that you will
avoid the terrible ego trip of perpetuating YOUR genes. This ego trip is also a nation ego trip, as rich
nations push women to have more babies in order to fight the workforce aging problem while closing
their border to immigration. In other word s for example for France: make babies so our nation is
populated by “real French “and let’s expel immigrants. That's a racist and nationalist supremacist. With
open borders everywhere no need to make more babies. We are one race: Human beings from the Earth
which need to reduce its population.

Reza Aslan: Brutal Truth on Future of Palestine
Comment: Absolutely true. It's time for a one state solution with equal rights and no apartheid,
walls and checkpoints and where the Palestinian refugees can return to their seized illegally land
and houses. Such a State can become a real paradise where Jews and Muslim can live in peace as
they did for 2000 years before the Zionist criminal state was created.
Israel should annex West Bank & give Palestinians full citizenship – President Rivlin
Comment: Yes, this is the only solution. At the condition that Israel accept to give back to
Palestinians all the lands and houses stolen, plus damage money for the years of dispossession, and
the right of return to all the Palestinians who are refugees in other countries and also giving them
back their lands and houses plus damage money for the years of spoliation and exile. But Zionist
genocidal hard liners envision another more scandalous solution in such a state: the creation of
Palestinian Reservation similar to the ones created by American settlers for American "" Indians""
after the genocide of millions of them where Palestinian would be treated as inferior race by those
who believe that any non-Jews is similar to an animal."
Republicans pass bill to end UN membership
Comment: Wonderful! That means the need to create a new organization representing truly the
world with voting powers proportional to each country population. It will also remove the US from
the Security Council where it was abusing it’s veto power to protect Zionist Israel and opposing
wonderful proposal by Russia and other countries.
Germany starts paying up to €1,200 to asylum-seekers who go back home
Comment: How to make the west bankrupt: first you waste billions of euros to bomb and invade
middle east countries, then you pay millions to house and feed the refugees who flee the bombings,
then you spend other billions to increase the " security" against terrorism, then you give the
refugees more money to send them back home. This is worth the Darwin award. If there had been
no bombing in the first place all this money could have been use to improve the well-being of
citizen.

Article: Facebook blocks nude painting by acclaimed artist
Comment: Ridiculous. Facebook is using a technology of the future following principles of the
middle age or Christian inquisition. It's becoming a guardian of old Judaeo Christian sex guilt
values instead of being a force of modernism, science and liberation of dark ages taboos.
Slowly, thanks to democracy, the world is evolving toward a more free and open minded
society while Facebook is one of the powers which try to slow down this access to freedom.
We cannot avoid to wonder who are the people behind this idiotic and ultra conservative
censorship. May be it’s time for Facebook management to replace these censors by younger
and more open minded people.
EU lawmakers vote to scrap visa-free travel for Americans to Europe
Comment: Very good decision! All countries should do the same as reciprocity. Why should
free countries accept that their citizen must go through complicated visa getting to travel to
USA while American citizen can visit their country freely? Double standard is not acceptable.
This is also a part of American imperialism
and it must end.
American Military Dominance In One
Staggering Chart
Comment: Today’s main Media are focusing
on the fact that China is raising its military
expense by 7 %, and of course without
publishing this comparison. ...Even after
that 7 % increase it’s not even a quarter of
the US military Budget. Let's hope that soon
China and Russia will reach the same level
as the US to make any imperialism
impossible and force everybody to disarm
and destroy nuclear bombs to avoid the
destruction of Humanity. Sadly it’s the only
way as only fear of self destruction can
force mega imperialist powers like the US to
disarm. The US government is publicly
saying that it wishes to remain the dominant
superpower and will again increase their
military expenses.Thankfully with the
terrible state of their bankrupt economy they
will never be able to match the raise of the
military power of the Russia /China block
who are de facto allies against US
imperialism.

China must strengthen nuclear arsenal in response to THAAD deployment – state
media
Comment: Absolutely! US and it’s NATO puppet sadly bully only weak countries.
Russia can use Iranian military bases ‘on case by case basis,’ Tehran confirms
Comment: Another great move against US imperialism. China, Russia, Iran and soon others
will finally stop the world bullying.
Britain suffers ‘historical amnesia’ over former empire, Indian MP Shashi Tharoor tells
RT
Comment: He is absolutely right, and so does France for most African colonies, I don't say
ex- on purpose as they still are de facto colonies as long as they pay a colonial tax and use
Franc CFA printed in France as currency.
Oscar Wilde's jail key and letter on display in Malta
Comment: Never forget and never forgive this primitive British society crimes against
homosexuals, responsible for the suffering and death of numerous people, most of them
geniuses like Oscar Wilde
‘Go learn geography’: Internet goes wild over presidential candidate Macron’s French
Guiana mishap
Comment: Funny....but it's important to remember that France is the only European country
still having a colony in South America... Of course French people are always militants
against Brazil to protect Amazonia while destroying it and harassing Guiana original
inhabitants called Indians in this colony...
Prosecute British citizens who fight for Israel, says Baroness Warsi
Comment: She is absolutely right! And that should be the same in every country! And if one
day Israel is condemned for Crime against Humanity for the genocide of Palestinians, all the
foreign fighters who went to Israel to help them should also be prosecuted for Crime against
Humanity.
Enter the Matrix: 'Humans are transforming into a new technological species'
Comment: Artificial intelligence is much better than natural stupidity. Like in this great old
fiction movie, if AI was to run the world probably the first decision they would take would
be to destroy all nuclear weapons while we see that natural stupidity rulers (and not robots)
now are increasing constantly the stockpiles of atomic bombs.

